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Re: Request for a review of the time accredited to the first of Fred Spiksley’s 1896 FA Cup Final goals.


Dear David,


As promised we have great pleasure in sending you information on Fred Spiksley’s first goal at the 1896 FA 
Cup Final. 


We are sending this information because whilst we appreciate that the current FA official records have been 
made with great care and attention to detail we contend that the official timing of 60 seconds for the goal is 
wildly inaccurate and that the goal scored at the Crystal Palace against Wolves by Spiksley is the fastest 
ever scored in an FA Cup final. 


We appreciate that we are potentially making a controversial claim, after all, it not only goes against Bob 
Chatt’s 1895 goal, that had been considered fact for over 100 years, but also Louis Saha’s goal for Everton 
in 2009.


Within the following pages we have tried to make a balanced argument that takes into account twenty 
match reports of the 1896 FA Cup final. The reporting of Spiksley’s goal is also compared to the reporting of 
Bob Chatt’s 30 second goal in 1895. Due to the detail of Victorian Newspaper match reports, several 
reports describe every single pass and movement in the build up to Spiksley’s goal. This has enabled us to 
compare this to a variety of other quick goals, including Saha’s 2009 goal and Roberto Di Matteo’s 1997 
strike, to see if the 1896 reports support the theory that Spiksley’s goal was scored much faster than 
currently credited.  


We know that the most important thing here is the integrity of the records and we have no intention of trying 
to make Fred Spiksley’s goal the fastest of all time if this is not the case. Therefore our request is that after 
reading through the evidence contained within this document, as well as any other evidence you may have 
or find, that you review the time of Spiksley’s goal and decide whether the current record should be 
adjusted. If you believe it should be altered we would like you to decide on what the most appropriate time 
should be. We have included all the evidence we have on the Spiksley goal and have not been selective in 
submitting evidence that only supports a faster goal.


We look forward to you deciding on the timing of this goal. 


Yours Sincerely


Clive Nicholson & Mark Metcalf

mailto:clive.nicholson@icloud.com
mailto:markcmetcalf@btinternet.com




Description of Fred Spiksley’s opening goal int the 1896 FA Cup Final.

The following description has been drawn up from twenty contemporary match reports, some of 
which describe every pass and movement. This is the most likely account of what happened.

Bell, the wednesday centre-forward, takes the kick-off and the ball moves 
forward and out to the Wednesday left to either Brady or Spiksley. The ball 
is then moved back inside to Crawshaw who, under pressure from the 
Wolves half-backs misplaces a pass into touch on the Wednesday right. 
The Wolves throw in is immediately won back by Crawshaw who passes to 
Brash on the right wing. Crawshaw’s pass is either to feet or into the corner 
and Brash beats the Wolves backs with a dribble or beats them for pace to 
get to the ball in the corner. Brash then sends the ball across goal towards 
Spiksley and Davis. Some reports suggest that the ball fell to Davis in the 
box who then laid  off to Spiksley, who shoots through. Others simply say 
that the ball went straight to Spiksley who hits the ball first time into the 
goal.

Contemporary illustration from the Daily Graphic of the movement just prior to Spiksly’s opening 
goal, showing Brash’s break away.



Spiksley’s own description of his goal.

Spiksley wrote two written accounts of his goal, although his accuracy in being able to account for 
the speed of the goals should not hold much weight in terms of evidence. However, he clearly 
believes that he scored within 30 seconds and that his goal was faster than Bob Chatt’s.

The first came in his ‘Incident’s and Reminiscences’ published in the Sheffield Football special in 
1907;

“I could scarcely believe it, I had just scored the quickest goal in F.A. Cup History 
inside the first 30 seconds of the game. To say that I was pleased with myself was 
an understatement, for in the big matches to draw first blood is always worth a lot, 
and I was nearly knocked out by team mates in their rush to congratulate me.”

The second in his autobiography, which was serialised in Thomson’s Weekly in 1920;

“I would never have imagined in a million years that my time would come as quickly 
as it did for me at Crystal Palace that afternoon. Within 30 seconds of the kick off I 
saw the ball travelling at speed towards me from the right along the ground. In a 
flash I darted into the centre, and with the ball rolling as true as if it was on a billiard 
table I delivered a first time shot, putting behind it every ounce of energy I 
possessed. Because the ball was not bobbling at all I had pointed my toe well into 
the ground and drove perfectly through the centre of the ball with all the force and 
timing I could muster. The dry ground had of course helped my execution of the 
shot, The ball streaked like a rocket barely rising a couple of feet off the ground 
and shot past the goalkeeper before he realised what had happened.”



Contemporary reports that actually place Spiksley’s goal as faster than Louis 
Saha’s 2009 goal.

The Manchester Guardian - 20th April 1896 The Times - 20th April 1896

The Morning Post - 20th April 1896

The reports by the Manchester Guardian and the Morning Post credit the goal as being scored around 20 
seconds or less. No reports exist of Chatt scoring in this time. The Times, which is usually an early ‘port of 
call’ for researchers, actually supports these reports without giving an exact time. ‘First few seconds’ sounds 
much faster than 60 seconds or even 30 seconds. Very few match reports actually give a specific time for 
Spiksley’s goal, with most saying ‘in the first minute’, which means that the majority of match reports do not 
conflict with the timings set out in the articles on this page. All match reports are included in the Appendix. 
With quite a few newspapers using the unhelpful phrase ‘in the first minute’ it is easy to see why researchers 
were unable to credit the goal any faster than a 60 seconds.





1896 FA Cup Final Goal

Out of the twenty reports below, only two report a goal being scored ‘on a minute’. 
Eighteen reports are consistent with a goal being scored faster, with most reporting 
‘in the first minute’ or ‘less than a minute’. One report says ‘scored on 30 seconds’ 
with another saying ‘in 30 seconds’.

The Morning Post and the Manchester Guardian report much faster times. 
Descriptions of the start of the match contained within the match reports in the 
Appendix to this document, frequently use the word ‘sensational’ as well as 
‘startling’. The Nottingham Guardian and London Standard, compare the goal to 
that of Chatt’s in 1895, saying that there was little difference and that the timing was 
comparable. 

The Leicester Chronicle described Wednesday’s opening move; “Blades dashed 
forward at express speed.” (Blade’s being Sheffield Wednesday’s nickname at the 
time).

The Sheffield Independent also describes a very fast start to the match with; “The 
Sheffielders at once bore down at top speed on their opponents strong hold, and at 
the finish of the run Spiksley was left in possession and with a splendid oblique shot 
beat Tennant.”

Although these descriptions do not provide us with a time, they are evidence of a 
very fast start to the match and that Wednesday did indeed score from the very first 
move of the match.

Morning Post (London) - 20th April 1896

“…in about a quarter of a minute Spiksley registered the first goal”

Manchester Guardian - 20th April 1896

“Scarcely 20 seconds had passed before the Wednesday scored the first point.”

Northern Echo - 20th April 1896

“…with a quick shot kicked the first goal for Sheffield within a minute of the start”

The Times - 20th April 1896

“Sheffield scored in the first few seconds”



Pall Mall Gazette - 20th April 1896

“…the first score registered before the first minute had elapsed”

Sheffield Daily Telegraph - 20th April 1896

“…Wednesday scored in thirty seconds.”

Nottinghamshire Guardian

“…he scored 30 seconds after the start.”

Leicester Chronicle - 25th April 1896

“…the start was sensational, the blades dashing away at express speed and in less than a minute 
from the start the ball had been safely landed into the net by Spiklsey.”

Derby Telegraph - 20th April 1896

“sent in a cross shot out of Tennent’s reach and scored in less than a minute”

London Standard

“…Brady sent over to Spiksley, who shot successfully at Tennent, and scored in the first minute.”

Reynold’s Newspaper - 19th April 1896

“Brash ran down and centred in capital style to Spiksley, who sent the ball through, scoring the first 
goal for Sheffield within a minute of the start.”

Liverpool Mercury - 20th April 1896

“…in the first minute”

Glasgow Herald - 20th April 1896

“Wednesday scored in the first minute”

Wrexham Advertiser - 25th April 1896

“Spiksley gave the Sheffield's a score within one minute of kick off.”



Sportsman - 20th April 1896

“Few will forget the dash with which the Wednesday went off, and the lightening goal credited to 
Spiksley in the first minute had a great deal to do with their ultimate victory.”

Lincolnshire Chronicle - 24th April 1896

“…the first goal coming in the first minute.”

Buckinghamshire Advertiser - 25th April 1896

“…it was not long before one of the nets became disturbed, and Wednesday had scored in the first 
minute.”

Lloyd’s Weekly - 19th April 1896

Spiksley,, that grand left-winger, although bustled by Wolverhampton backs, put in a stinging shot 
and scored the first goal in about a minute.”

Dundee Courier - 20th April 1896

“Bell scoring a minute from the commencement of the game.”

Scene at kick off - 1896





Bob Chatt’s 1895 FA Cup Final Goal

Below are the contemporary reports for Bob Chatt’s 1895 goal. We 
felt that it was an important part of the process to review this goal 
too, as we would not wish to try and claim the Spiksley’s was indeed 
faster when there may be evidence that Chatt’s was still a faster 
goal. Comparing the reports may also highlight similarities in the way 
the goals were reported and timed.

After reading all of the reports here it is clear that there are many 
similarities with the way the Spiksley goal was reported the following 
year. Most papers choosing to be none committal and using phrases 
such as ‘in the first minute’.

Birmingham Daily Post - 22nd April 1895

“Villa were thus in front after less then a minute.”

Derby Daily Telegraph - 22nd April 1895

“The first goal fell to Villa in the first minute.”

Dundee Courier - 22nd April 1895

“In the first minute.”

Lincolnshire Echo - 22nd April 1895

“The only goal of the match was scored by the former (Chatt) within the first minute.”

Liverpool Mercury - 22nd April 1895

“The start was a sensational one. Little more than a minute had elapsed before Athersmith 
received the ball in his position on the extreme right wing, and he ran up close to the goal line and 
sent in a shot which Horton ought to have returned. The Albion left back, however, failed to stop 
the leather and it struck the upright and rebounded to Chatt, who promptly seized his opportunity 

and scored the first and only goal for the Villa.”

London Daily News - 22nd April 1895

Devey went through with Chatt, and the latter, closing up, scored the first goal for Aston Villa amid 
a big round of applause in about half a minute.”

London Standard - 22nd April 1895

“Not more than a minute had elapsed”



Manchester Courier - 22nd April 1895

“Scarcely more than a minute.”

Northern Echo - 22nd April 1895

“Chatt scored one minute after the start”

Nottingham Evening Post - 20th April 1895

“Chatt Scored for Villa in 30 Seconds.”

Sheffield Independent - 22nd April 1895

“The game had not been in progress more than half a minute.”

Sheffield Evening Telegraph - 22nd April 1895

“Well within a minute”

Shields Daily Gazette - 22nd April 1895

“In the first minute”

Sunderland Daily Echo

“Aston Villa thus scoring a goal within a minute of the start.”

Western Mail - 22nd April 1895

“Scoring a goal within the first minute.”

York Herald - 22nd April 1895

“In the first minute Athersmith got away and shot into goal, and Chatt rushing up shot through.”

Yorkshire Post - 22nd April 1895

‘Not more than a minute had elapsed.”



Frequency of reported timings from contemporary newspaper reports.
Spiksley 1896 compared to Chatt 1895.

Below is a graph to illustrate the breakdown of reported timings. This data was collected from 36 
different match reports. Each column represents the percentage of reports that record a specific 
time or ‘within’ a specific time. For example; where a report has said that a goal was scored ‘within 
a minute’ this has been recorded in the 60 second or less column. This has lead to a high 
frequency in this column and if anything this illustrates perfectly why Spiksley’s goal has been 
recorded as a minute, even though the reports do not contradict a goal being scored on 20 or 30 
seconds.

From this it is possible to see that where as only 17% of match reports suggest that Bob Chatt scored his  
goal in 30 seconds or less, 27% report 30 seconds or less for Spiksley’s goal.

Importantly, although there is a high proportion of reports (73%) crediting Spiksley with a goal scored ‘within 
the first minute’, (The phrase which has ultimately resulted in Spiksley’s goal as being officially recorded as 
60 seconds) the Chatt goal received exactly the same treatment from 71% of newspapers. Showing there 
really was very little difference between the reporting of the two goals.

Further to this 16% of reports suggest that Spiksley’s goal was scored in 20 seconds or less, where as there 
are no reports suggesting that Chatt scored within this time frame. 12% of the 1895 reports recorded Chatt’s 
goal as having taken at least a minute, where as there are no reports suggesting that Spiksley’s goal took 
longer than a minute.
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Another way to represent this data, would be to cumulate the reports, so that a goal scored on 20 seconds 
would feature in the 3 columns for 20,30 and 60 seconds. This creates the following chart.

Conclusion

From this it is impossible to conclude that Chatt’s goal was a faster goal than that scored by Fred Spiksley 
and that the difference in the official records is merely a matter of chance over which reports were seen by 
those researching the goals. If anything, it is more likely that Spiksley’s goal was the faster goal.
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Why has Chatt’s goal been considered quicker than Spikley’s for so long?

After comparing all of the newspaper reports from 1895 and 1896 and concluding that there is very little 
difference between the way the reports describe the two goals, it is important to understand why Chatt’s goal 
has always been considered faster than Spiksley’s. We do believe that the 30 seconds credited to Chatt is as 
accurate as is possible to derive from the research, especially as the Nottingham Guardian gives an 
authoritative time in their header. However, after looking at the evidence it does appear unfair that this goal is 
considered faster than Spiksley’s.

From studying the match reports and the way both goals were described things could have easily fallen the 
other way around, with it simply coming down to which match reports researchers found and which ones 
they didn’t. It can only be concluded that the reasons for this are purely down to bad luck, on Spiksley’s part. 
Researchers could quite easily have gone to the Manchester Guardian paper and seen Spiksley scoring a 
20 second goal, almost all other reports would have supported (or at least not contradicted) this timing, and 
therefore researchers would have been able to credit Spiksley with the quicker goal. The fact is that they 
actually went to papers which only reported ‘inside a minute’.

‘Inside a minute’ is an unhelpful time, and with a lot of papers reporting the goal in this way the researchers 
probably discovered four or five of these reports first and would have had no option but to record the goal as 
being scored on a minute. The research done on this goal would have been part of a much larger project 
where the researcher would have wanted to move on to other research and therefore crucially missing the 
depth of research required on the Spiksley goal.

Fred Spiksley has been the focal point of our research for over twenty years. We have had the time to 
consult many more reports than usual, and therefore it was always likely to be us that would discover the 
reports that provided a more accurate time of his goal. Unfortunately for Fred Spiksley, we are not the one’s 
who have the authority to adjust and correct records. 

Was Chatt’s goal time more likely to be discovered?

This is quite an important question and lies at the heart of why Chatt got his goal credited correctly. Out of all 
the twenty finals that were played at the Crystal Palace the 1896 final has had the least amount of research 
done on it, with the exception of the 1898 final. This is the opinion of Andy George, the most enthusiastic 
collector of Crystal Palace FA Cup memorabilia in the country. 

There are a few reasons for this, with the first being that in the years either side of the 1896 final fell two cup 
finals that have been a source of fascination for football historians. Resulting in attention being drawn away 
from the 1896 final and the Spiksley goal.

The 1895 final was the first final to be played at Crystal Palace 
and therefore commands some priority attention to it. It was 
also a match between local rivals and two of the more 
glamorous clubs of the period, Aston Villa and West Bromwich 
Albion. These powerhouses of the Victorian era have attracted 
the attention of historians because there are more stories, more 
famous players and more silverware to research and write 
about. The added mystery of the FA Cup being stolen after this 
final has also meant that there is much more interest 
surrounding this final than the 1896 game. The fact that the 
timing of Chatt’s goal has been widely accepted as being the 
fastest cup final goal (prior to 2009) also means that more 
attention has been drawn to this game, and away from the 1896 
goal.

The 1897 final was again between two massive football clubs 
with Villa there again, playing Everton, one of the most 
researched clubs in the world. This final was possibly the 
greatest match of the Crystal Palace era and was the first time 
in history that a football club managed to achieve the league 
and cup double. Again, this historically important achievement, 



combined with such a thrilling game, quite rightly draws attention to to this final and again away from the 
1896 final. 

On the surface the 1896 game appears to be a fairly straight forward final to research, with little about it to 
command the extra attention needed to discover the timing of the first goal. Sheffield Wednesday were one 
of the least glamorous teams during the 1890’s, as they were not founding members of the Football League. 
Historians with no affiliation to the club have not discovered the same level of interest in them as Aston Villa 
and other clubs who had more international footballers and won more trophies.

Taking all of this into account it is easy to see why it was very likely that someone would discover Chatt’s 
goal as being scored on 30 seconds and much less likely that enough research would be done on the 
Spiksley goal, especially after initial research placed Chatt’s goal as being the fastest.

With my research into the life of Fred Spiksley nearing it’s end the 1896 FA Cup Final is now one of the most 
researched finals of the period and finally there is an opportunity for a review of Spiksley’s goal to take place 
and for it to be officially awarded a more appropriate time.



Circumstantial evidence from the reporting of the Spiksley Goal.

Over the following pages we have analysed a variety of goals to try and discover if the 
movement that lead to Spiksley’s goal is consistent with a goal that is scored in 20 
seconds. 

We can do this because every touch in the build up to the goal has been recorded in 
various match reports, as previously discussed. So therefore, what follows is not proof of 
official timings, but a series of hypothesis that try to answer the following questions.

1. Is it possible to score a goal in 20 seconds when the ball goes into touch once?
2. Is the movement consistent with the movement that takes place in video footage of 

goals scored in a similar time frame?
3. Could the goal have been faster than Louis Saha’s 2009 goal?



Analysis of Fred Spiksley’s first 1896 FA cup Final Goal

Analysis of Fred Spiksley’s first goal in the 1896 FA Cup Final.

4. Wolves only touch of the 
game come from a quickly 
taken throw in. Which is 
immediately won back by 
Crawshaw of The 
Wednesday. The frenetic 
start to the game as 
reported in many papers 
suggests that the throw in 
causes no/little hold up to 
the play.

3. Wolves move forwards to repel 
the initial Wednesday advance, 
Causing Crawshaw to misplace a 
pass out to Wednesday’s Right 
Wing. Ball goes into touch.

1. Wednesday kick off, with Bell 
passing to Brady, who then 
moves it out left to the advancing 
Spiksley.

2. Spiksley’s first touch moves the 
ball back infield to Crawshaw.

5.Archie Brash receives the ball 
from Crawshaw and takes on the 
Wolves backline. After beating 
his marker and dribbling closer 
to the goalie goal line Brash 
centres the ball.

6. The ball comes across to 
Spiksley, either directly from 
Brash (In some reports the ball 
drops to Davis who lays off to 
Spiksley.)

7. Spiksley hits the ball first time, the 
ball goes straight into the goal.

Although it is impossible to pinpoint the exact location of the ball during the move that created the opening 
goal, the above diagram is used to illustrate the movement as best possible from the contemporary 
newspaper reports.

Although the reports are not a substitute for the video footage that is available of the Saha goal there are 
several match reports that are very detailed with some describing every touch of the ball from kick-off to 
when Spiksley scores. The lengthier reports are consistent with each other although some players names 
are different. The shorter reports still remain consistent, but tend to miss out the initial move towards the 
left and also that the ball went out into touch. From reading all of the reports the most likely description of 
events is set out above.

When compared to Saha’s goal the big question mark is over the length of time wasted due to the throw in. 
However, all reports suggest that this would only have been a couple of seconds due to the frenetic start to 
the match that was reported, it is unlikely that Wolves slowed play down in the excitement of the final.

One important thing to note is that as was custom in Victorian football the ball is moved forwards from kick-
off, with Wednesday looking to advance at all stages of the move. This contrasts to the other goals we 
have analysed over the following pages, which all send the ball backwards from kick off, as is more 
customary in today’s game, where teams are looking to retain possession and give everyone in the side 
that important first touch of the ball.

In the build up play to the goal there are only 8 distinct movements of the ball and only one dribble. This 
suggests that the above goal was a very fast goal indeed and even with the throw in could be comparable 
in time with Theo Walcott’s 20 second goal in 2013 and is definitely faster than current records state.



Analysis of Louis Saha’s 2009 FA Cup Final GoalAnalysis of Louis Saha’s 2009 FA Cup Final Goal

5 Seconds - The ball is 
initially worked backwards 
. Ball remains in the 
Everton half for first 5 
seconds.

7 Seconds - The ball is lofted 
forward. Chelsea head the ball 
away to Everton left.

14 Seconds - Ball 
bobbles around for a 
couple of passes, 
before being played on 
the floor down the 
Everton left wing.

19 Seconds - Ball is crossed high into the 
Chelsea box and an attempted clearance 
loops up into the air. A defensive header only 
makes it as far as Saha, who shoots from 14 
yards into the goal after 25 seconds.

This goal was scored on 25 seconds and is currently considered the Fastest FA Cup Final goal of 
all time. 

The build up to this goal is characterised by looping and bobbling passes which result in a low 
number of touches/movements per second. Despite this, when the goal is scored there are 10 
distinct ball movements, more than reported for the Spiksley goal. Chelsea also touch the ball 
three times compared to the one touch by Wolves in 1896.

In this goal the ball is also moved backwards from the kick off compared to the more direct 
approach employed by The Wednesday. It takes a full 7 seconds before the ball leaves the 
Everton half and is headed by Chelsea. It is not unreasonable to assume that in a similar time in 
the 1896 final the football would be going out into touch for the throw in, leaving Wednesday with 
a further 13 seconds to score and achieve the 20 seconds reported in the Manchester Guardian, 
or 19 seconds in order to score faster than Saha and 22 seconds to beat Chatt’s time.



Analysis of Roberto Di Matteo’s 1997 FA Cup Final Goal.
Scored on 42 seconds 

Di Matteo dribbles the ball for 
a full 6 seconds before 
shooting from distance.

The throw in takes 3 
seconds to take. This 

shows that a quick 
goal is still possible 
even with a throw in 
taking place in the 
opposite half of the 

pitch from where the 
goal is scored.

It takes a full 22 seconds 
before Chelsea touch the ball 
for the first time. Where they 

head the ball out for a 
Middlesbrough throw in. 

The Roberto Di Matteo goal was scored a full 18 seconds faster than the time credited to 
Spiksley’s goal. Yet it is clearly a much slower goal. The goal still contains two of the same 
features of the 1896 goal. A throw in and a dribble, however, Chelsea do not even touch the ball 
for the first 22 seconds of the match and the throw in is taken midway within their own half, much 
further away from the opponents goal than what Sheffield Wednesday would have been. There 
are 14 touches of the ball prior to Di Matteo’s 6 second dribble, this is around double the amount 
of touches that take place in the build up to the Spiksley goal. From the descriptions given it 
would be fair to say that the Spiklsey goal seems to be a faster goal than this 42 second goal and 
therefore the 1896 goal time should be reviewed and adjusted accordingly.



Analysis of Theo Walcott’s 20 second goal against QPR in 2013
 The fastest goal in Premier League history.Theo Walcott’s 20 second goal Vs QPR in 2013

At 7 Seconds QPR head 
back in field.

Move included a  dribble 
into the corner similar to 
movement in Spiksley’s 
goal. Cross made on 13 
seconds

Goal Scored on 20 seconds. 
Same time as given by 
Guardian Newspaper for Fred 
Spiklsey’s FA Cup Final goal.

More complex exchange 
before final shot than in 
Spiksley’s goal.

Ball initially moved 
backwards

This goal is significant as it was scored on 20 seconds, the same as the Manchester Guardian 
reports for Spiksley’s goal. It therefore helps indicate if the movement for the Spiksley goal is 
consistent with a 20 second goal.

The ball does not go into touch but there is an initial move backwards, which wastes almost 7 
seconds. The final move is quick but is more complicated than that of The Wednesday in 1896, with 
more of an interchange in and around the 18 yard area.

There is enough time for a dribble into the right corner and a cross into the box, similar to 1896. It is 
therefore not an impossibility that Wednesday could have scored in a similar time, as long as the 
throw in was taken quickly.



Brhian Aleman’s 47 second goal for Barcelona
Brahian Aleman’s 47 second goal for Barcelona.

It takes 14 seconds before the 
ball enters the opponents half of 
the field.

Opponents win the ball for the 1st 
time.

The ball is slowly moved back 
around the Barcelona defence at 
the start of the game.

Ball goes out for a throw in to the 
opposing side. A whole 8 
seconds is wasted at this point.  

This is followed by an interchange 
of passes by the opposing side 
before they lose possession.

Ball is moved quickly on after 
Barcelona win back possession 
and they score on 47 Seconds, 
which is only 5 seconds after they 
had won back possession.

The reason for analysing this goal is that it was scored much slower than the possible 20 seconds of the 
Spiksley goal but also 13 seconds faster than the 60 seconds that the Spiksley goal currently stands at. More 
importantly, it is a fast goal that contains the ball going out into touch. It is clear from the number of movements 
that took place that this is a slower goal than the description given for the Spiksley goal, with more than double 
the amount of passes/touches.

When the ball goes out into touch the opposing side waste a full 8 seconds, yet the goal is still scored 13 
seconds faster than the official time for Spiksley’s goal. 

Also, crucially, the throw in takes place in a similar location to where Wolves would have taken their throw in. 
This is important because from this throw in Barcelona retrieve possession and go on and score a goal within 5 
seconds of the throw in. Their line towards goal is a little more direct than that took be Wednesday, but as 
already set out, if Wednesday took 10 seconds after their throw in to score; then Spiksley’s goal could still  
have still been scored on 20 seconds as set out in the Manchester Guardian.



Conclusions from Circumstantial Evidence

Below is an updated diagram of the Spiksley goal, with suggested time frames for the movements prior to 
the goal, which link to the Guardian’s 20 second timing of the goal. These take into account that the start of 
the game was very fast paced as suggested in the match reports. 

We have allowed four seconds for the throw-in to be taken, but this could still be doubled and the goal be 
faster than Saha’s 25 seconds. If it was doubled to 8 seconds then this would be the same time used up by 
Barcelona’s opponents for the Aleman goal, where the video footage shows a lethargic approach to getting 
the game restarted, compared to the fast pace of this final.We have also allowed 10 seconds from the throw-
in for Spiksley to score.

Bringing all of the evidence together to answer the three questions set out at the begging of this section. we 
would conclude the following.

Is it possible to score a goal in 20 seconds when the ball goes into touch once? 
It is possible that Spiksley could have scored on 20 seconds despite there being a throw in within the move. 
The throw in would have had to have been taken quickly but there is no evidence to say that there was a 
hold up.

Is 20 Seconds Possible?

4. Wolves only touch of the 
game come from a quickly 
taken throw in.  

8 Seconds

Which is immediately won 
back by Crawshaw of The 
Wednesday. The frenetic 
start to the game as 
reported in many papers 
suggests that the throw in 
causes no/little hold up to 
the play. 

10 seconds

3. Wolves move forwards to repel 
the initial Wednesday advance, 
Causing Crawshaw to misplace a 
pass out to Wednesday’s Right 
Wing. Ball goes into touch. 

3 seconds

1. Wednesday kick off, with Bell 
passing to Brady, who then 
moves it out left to the 
advancing Spiksley. 

0 Seconds

2. Spiksley’s first touch moves the 
ball back infield to Crawshaw. 

1 second

5.Archie Brash receives the ball 
from Crawshaw and takes on the 
Wolves backline. After beating 
his marker and dribbling closer 
to the goalie goal line Brash 
centres the ball. 

16 Seconds

6. The ball comes across to 
Spiksley, either directly from 
Brash (In some reports the ball 
drops to Davis who lays off to 
Spiksley.) 

20 seconds

7. Spiksley hits the ball first time, the 
ball goes straight into the goal.



Is the movement consistent with the movement that takes place in video footage of goals scored in a similar 
time frame?
The movement is consistent with the goals analysed from video footage, particularly as Wednesday 
advanced forwards from Kick-off, which probably meant that there was enough time for the throw in to 
happen. There seems to be a similar amount of touches of the ball in the Spiksley goal compared to the 
Walcott and Saha goals, and far less touches than the Chelsea and Barcelona goal. This suggests that, at 
the very least, the 60 second timing of Spiksley’s goal is not accurate.

Could the goal have been faster than Louis Saha’s 2009 goal?
It is possible that the events described in the newspapers would result in a goal scored faster than 25 
seconds. If the reports are believed then it is certain that the goal is much faster than the 60 seconds 
credited to it and it is actually a goal scored between 20 and 30 seconds. With timings of 15 seconds and 20 
seconds being given in the papers and The Times stating ‘first few seconds’ it is very possible that it was a 
faster goal than Saha’s.



Summary

1. Most contemporary match reports refer to a goal being scored in under 
a minute.

2. Where a time is given it is almost always less than a minute, ranging 
from 15 to 30 seconds.

3. Because initial researchers only discovered reports of ‘in the first 
minute’ the time could have only ever been recorded as 60 seconds, as 
is the case.

4. The report that credits it as being the fastest ever goal, scored in 20 
seconds, is The Guardian, a very credible source and good enough to 
use as an authoritative piece of evidence. This is supported by The 
Times newspaper and also The Morning Post.

5. Spiksley was unlucky that researchers have tended to focus on the 
more glamorous Cup Finals of 1895 and 1897, meaning that it was 
significantly less likely that the timing of his goal would be discovered 
compared to that of Bob Chatt’s.

6. There is little difference in the reporting of the 1895 and 1896 goals. If 
anything, when placed side by side it is the Spiksley goal which would 
appear to be the fastest.

7. Analysis of the contemporary match reports which describe every kick 
and movement in the lead up to the goal shows that the goal is 
consistent with others scored around 20 seconds of play.

We hope that you agree with us, after reading all the evidence and hypothesis, that the current 60 
second timing for Fred Spiksley’s 1896 FA Cup Final goal should be reviewed and adjusted 
accordingly.

We would therefore be grateful if you could put in place the necessary arrangements for this to 
happen and make a final judgement on the time that you thing the goal was scored.

 


